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The Myth of a Sumerian 12. th. Planet: â€œNibiruâ€• According to the Cuneiform Sources . Michael S.
Heiser . Ph.D., Hebrew Bible and Ancient Semitic Languages
The Myth of a 12th Planet - SitchinIsWrong
About Zecharia Sitchin. One of the few scholars able to read and interpret ancient Sumerian and Akkadian
clay tablets, Zecharia Sitchin (1920-2010) based his bestselling The 12th Planet on texts from the ancient
civilizations of the Near East. Drawing both widespread interest and criticism, his controversial theories on
the Anunnaki origins of humanity have been translated into more than 20 ...
The Official Web Site of Zecharia Sitchin
A planet is an astronomical body orbiting a star or stellar remnant that is massive enough to be rounded by its
own gravity, is not massive enough to cause thermonuclear fusion, and has cleared its neighbouring region of
planetesimals.. The term planet is ancient, with ties to history, astrology, science, mythology, and
religion.Five planets in the Solar System are visible to the naked eye.
Planet - Wikipedia
The Nibiru cataclysm is a supposed disastrous encounter between the Earth and a large planetary object
(either a collision or a near-miss) which certain groups believe will take place in the early 21st
century.Believers in this doomsday event usually refer to this object as Nibiru or Planet X.The idea was first
put forward in 1995 by Nancy Lieder, founder of the website ZetaTalk.
Nibiru cataclysm - Wikipedia
Nibiru, Planet X, Nemesis, The Destroyer, Wormwood, Hercolubus, Comet Typhon. Is Nibiru real? Does it
take Nibiru 3,600 years to complete one orbital journey? As you can imagine, the gravitational effects of a
sizable planet moving close to the inner solar system would spell big trouble for planet Earth.
Nibiru Update 2018 | Planet X
Free, high-quality videos, lesson plans, and other digital resources from PBS for you & your students.
PBS LearningMedia
Sal's Newest Book! The Mystery of Time . NOW AVAILABLE! "Soul Integration." Order Now! Soul Integration
is a practical, how-to guide on aligning the various levels of the Self so that you can truly be the powerful,
creative, spiritual being that you are.
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